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Lead the 
meme race 
and excel with 
essential 
intelligence 
for DeFi

Meme 3.0

Utility

Initiate new meme 
season in

2022 

Reward token holders 
with attractive farming 

options

Convince the 
community with 

high-quality NFT art

Unleash the power 
of the meme 
community

Attract meme degens 
through community & 

product use cases

Contribute to DeFi with 
DevTool©
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Finally
Meme 3.0…
2021 was a mega year for memecoins with thousands of 
lucky degens becoming millionaires. We want 2022 to be a 
similar year

Our goal with Cinnamoon is to initiate a Meme 3.0 wave, 
supported by our view that the crypto winter will be over 
during the second half of 2022

It is fair to say that meme degens are amongst the most 
powerful communities in the investment space, holding 
through bad markets while shilling loudly during bull runs

Empowered by our meme community, we think our clearly 
defined use cases of our products will lead us to success – 
a perfect combination of meme and utility 



DeFi
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Three products 
in 2022
The team has defined three products for 2022

Ample experience from previous projects and backing from 
our community will lead to successful product releases

We think each of the products will contribute to our plan to 
become a relevant utility token in the DeFi space, 
empowered by our meme community

More products will be defined during our growth phase and 
communicated in due time

Trustless project inspection

Inflation-resistant staking dApp

High-quality NFTs  with utility

NFT

Product X

Focus 2022

Product Y
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Software engineer with +12 years of tech 
experience

An entrepreneur who sold his start-ups to 
focus on crypto

Launched successful tokens in the DeFi and 
meme world that are still alive with 40m+ mc 
for most successful one

Developed staking dApps, and helped at least 
5 projects with smart contracts 

Created a few NFT contracts (ERC 721)

Cinnamoon‘s success rests on its meme community and a well-experienced project team serving its community through what we call “Developer-as-a-Service”. Thanks to its year-long experience in DeFi and 
TradFi, the team will make use of its expertise and network to the benefit of the $CIMO token.

Another layer of success is our goal to enlarge the Cinnamoon team during our growth phase. As we act without any borders, we target a multi-country approach for which we need more people. We will inform our 
community about open positions to be filled with new team members.

Cinnamars
Developer

Fixed-income analyst & expert in a team 
leading role with more than +10 years in 
TradeFi

Previously strategy consultant at one of the top 
3 MBBs advising financial services company on 
digital strategy and risk management

Core part of multiple project teams in crypto 
with strategy, marketing and community 
management roles

Cifer
Chief Operating Officer

Digital artist with more  than +15 years of 
experience in shaping digital content, both 
offline and online

Worked with some of the most recognisable 
brands on design and art (leading energy drink 
producer, leading electric car producer, 
leading tier 1 crypto exchange) 

Was part of few relevant meme and crypto 
projects

NFT experience with 100% sold-out collections

Stargazer
Digital
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The DeFi 
Paradoxon…
The biggest strength of DeFi – decentralization – is its 
biggest weakness if shady developers take comfort from 
the limited regulatory oversight of the crypto space

We have all seen it more than once, a developer who either 
pulls the liquidity immediately after the launch of a token, 
or him/her just tricking investors through minted tokens to 
some wallets or running away with collected taxes

There is significant room for bad actors in the crypto space, 
and honestly, it was never easier to make money without 
getting punished by the law

It is the biggest existential threat of DeFi, in our view, if there 
is no trust in any project anymore because of asymmetric 
information between developers (even those with good 
intentions) and investors willing to participate
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Cinnamoon has 
a market-based 
on-chain 
solution
Because of the pseudonymous nature of blockchains, it is 
impossible to get proof of skills for developers of projects. 
The track record of developers is unknown

DeFi is at risk that regulators will intervene to protect retail 
investors from fraud, e.g. by forbidding trading at all (e.g. 
China) or setting some not-yet defined hurdles for 
developers to issue tokens

Cinnamoon offers a market-based solution. We expect 
investors to require a minimum proof of skill based on 
DevTool©
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DevTool©
Our solution will use an algorithm to calculate a DevScore 
based on the on-chain performance of previous projects. 
Because blockchains are immutable and trustless, the 
score will be a strong indicator of a developer’s 
performance.

DevTool© is what we see as the project’s unique selling 
proposition (USP), and we are clearly contributing to the 
DeFi space with it by reducing asymmetric information in 
the markets and de-risking the space

We plan to make DevTool a copyright-protected product 
once we have finalized our algorithm and the 
application. 
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DevTool© - 
Trustless project 
inspection
We think DevTool© is a win for every participant of the 
crypto space. Developers will increase their odds to have a 
successful project launch and have incentives to perform 
well on projects to improve their DevScore. Investors can 
make use of the DevScore as a rating for the token. 
Because the score is trustless and entirely based on on-
chain performance, we expect it to be a solid indicator for 
crypto investors.

We will release more information while we 
are progressing here: docs.cinnamoon.cc

No issue requirements for developers – investors must hope and trust

DevScore requirement for developers – investors ask for a minimum score

Smart Contract

Smart Contract

DevTool©

Analysis Tool

Analysis Tool

Developer

Developer

Recives funds

Recives funds

Receives token

Receives token

Information after
token issuance

Issues token

Issues token

Buys with hope

Buys with hope

Investor

Investor

DeFi Old

DeFi New

Receives DevScore
through NFT

Embeds information
from analysis tools 

Receives DevReport

Enters information on DevTool©
 and signs wallet

Access DevTool©
 for free

Add-on information
on top of DevReport
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DevTool© will 
have more use 
cases, and we 
define them as 
we progress

DevTool can also be used as a hiring platform for project 
founders who are seeking experienced developers

The DevScore will reveal the performance of developers 
such that it simplifies the seeking process for project 
founders

By integrating immutable NFTs that can be minted by 
developers, founders can use DevTool as a hiring tool 
which embeds a kind of “trustless CV” from on-chain 
based data that needs verification though the developers’ 
wallet

While we grow, we will add more use cases. We are thinking 
about partnerships with other DeFi providers when our 
solution is fully accepted, e.g. Dextool, Chainlink and others
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DevTool© 
tokenomics and 
role of $CIMO
The DevTool© tokenomics mirrors the issuer-paid model in 
TradFi, i.e. issuers of tokens have to pay for the analysis tool 
while investors have free access to the platform.

The Cinnamoon community and holders of $CIMO benefit 
from this model thanks to income generation from DevTool. 
The most important part is to achieve full acceptance and 
scale of our solution. The issuer-paid model is an enabler 
for that.

Developers have to pay a small $ETH amount to get a DevScore 

Developers will receive an NFT once they have a DevScore as proof of 
skill for investors

There will be some premium features that developers can use if they 
have $CIMO tokens, e.g. marketing solutions 

$ETH income will be used for the Cinnamoon ecosystem, i.e. buybacks 
and/or LP contribution

In order to have a large reach and achieve full acceptance in crypto 
markets, investors can access DevTool© without any prerequisites

DevScores can be pulled from the dApp for any developer that has 
signed on to the tool

There will be some premium features on DevTool© for investors, when 
holding $CIMO, to get exclusive access to more solutions

Investors using DevTool© 

Developer using DevTool© 



High-quality 
NFTs with utility
Cinnamoon plans to release 3,000 NFTs with different traits. 
These NFTs are the finest art that our designer will deliver 
with his 15+ years of design experience

While our designer is in love with art and wants to convince 
investors with his skills, Cinnamoon plans to add utility to 
the NFTs, which is linked to product releases in the future 
for owners, e.g. exclusive access to certain solutions

We will most likely have a presale for our community once 
we have tangible progress on NFTs. The use case, which 
comes on top of the art, will be defined in the future.

Stay tuned for more updates from our designer
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Inflation-
resistant staking 
contract
Funding of staking contract with fees from $CIMO trading

Flexible allocation of funds to staking contract

$ETH collections channeled to stakers with a cleverly 
calibrated smart contract

Smart contract will be open-source to check the code

Staking dApp with user-friendly UI accessible through 
browser and mobile phone
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Tax
collector

$CIMO
liquidity pool

Staking
contract

Staker
wallets

x%/x% fees
from trades

% allocation of
funds to staking
contract

$ETH rewards to
stakers depending
on APY

Buys and sells
of $CIMO
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Holders receive 
$ETH rewards 
with our staking 
solution
The staking contract rewards in $ETH and not in $CIMO. 
This is different than usual staking contracts in DeFi, which 
reward holders with newly minted governance tokens. We 
think it is crucial to avoid an inflationary tendency of $CIMO 
and sell pressure by rewarding in $ETH

Holder APY/
$ETH rewards

The higher the trading 
volume of $CIMO, the 
higher the APY from 
collected $ETH

The higher the number of 
$CIMO staked in the 
dApp, the higher the APY

Locked staking will 
receive a certain multiple 

of the APY that unlocked 
staking receives

The share of $ETH that is 
feeding the staking 

contract will be shared 
among stakers

$CIMO
trading volume

Amount $CIMO
locked

Number $CIMO
stakers

Lock
period



DaaS - 
Developer as 
a Service
The DaaS is not just a nice phrase and idea, 
but we are serious with it - our team is 
committed to building innovative products 
and contributing to the DeFi space by 
combining the power of a meme community 
and delivering clear use cases

Cinnamoon and ist $CIMO token will grow 
together with crypto markets – the next bull 
run is coming, and we will be part of it
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Rigorous marketing 
along product 
updates

CEX listing and 
cross-chain bridging

New product 
innovations in 2023 

Partnerships with 
other crypto 
intelligence provider

Update to strategy 
and roadmap

Release of first 
products in 2022



Fair launch $CIMO

Coingecko & 
Coinmarketcap

Community formation

Acceleration of 
marketing

Start Meme 3.0

Website upgrade NFT design show

Initial marketing

Litepaper release

Testing staking 
contract

Whitepaper release

Alpha testing 
DevTool©
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Roadmap 2022
Launch

Acceptance

Marketing boost NFT presale & minting

Project 
partnerships

First CEX listing

Release staking dApp

Beta testing DevTool©

Growth

2023
Potential strategy updates and new 
product plans to be released with 
whitepaper v.2

Growth ambitions based on Cinnamoon 
vision supported by an optimistic 
community

Become a leading provider of essential 
intelligence with innovative solutions for 
the DeFi space



$CIMO
Tokenomics
Fair stealth launch of the $CIMO token on 7 
July 2022

No team tokens. 100% of the supply is 
available in the liquidity pool on the Ethereum 
blockchain (ERC20)

To develop the project and grow in value over 
time, a buy and sell fee is deducted for trades 
of the token, 5% each currently

We plan to lower the fees towards 0% once we 
have collected a sufficient amount of 
development funds to pay for product 
expenses
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Token Symbol

$CIMO

Taxes

SUPPLY

SUPPLY

5% BUYS
SELLS

10,000,000,000

No team token
Liq. Lock 1.3 yr



Past performance is not necessarily indicative of future results. Past performance is no guarantee of 
future returns and there is no guarantee that the market price of coin will fully reflect their underlying 
net asset value. Prices fluctuate and tokens can be lost easily due to digital mishaps and other 
technical forms of theft even though security above all else is our top priority incidents may occur. 

Cinnamoon’s whitepaper and the website are intended for general informational purposes only and 
do not constitute a prospectus, an offer document, an offer of securities, a solicitation for investment, 
or any offer to sell any product, item, or asset (whether digital or otherwise). The information herein 
may not be exhaustive and does not imply any element of a contractual relationship. There is no 
assurance as to the accuracy or completeness of such information and no representation, warranty 
or undertaking is or purported to be provided as to the accuracy or completeness of such 
information. Where the whitepaper or the website includes information that has been obtained from 
third party sources, the Company, the Distributor, their respective affiliates and/or the Cinnamoon 
team have not independently verified the accuracy or completeness of such information. Further, you 
acknowledge that circumstances may change and that the whitepaper or the website may become 
outdated as a result; and neither the Company nor the Distributor is under any obligation to update 
or correct this document in connection therewith.

Cinnamoon is a fully and completely decentralized and community driven project and does not have 
owners, directors, managers, agents, advisors, or consultants or entities exerting any form of 
governance. The Cinnamoon smart contract is open-source, security audited, permanent and 
immutable in any way. The $CIMO token is strictly a utility token in all jurisdictions and is not and 
cannot be considered to be a “security” or otherwise regulated token of any kind. $CIMO is not in any 
way e-money and/or fiat money, or an asset backed stablecoin, whether global or limited in scope. 

The user hereby acknowledges and accepts that there is an inherent high risk in accessing, acquiring 
or using any kind of blockchain and/or crypto system, token, platform, software or interface, 
including $CIMO, and further disavows any claim of any kind against any community member 
directly or indirectly involved with Cinnamoon, for any damage suffered, including total loss. 

Disclaimer

info@cinnamoon.cc

development@cinnamoon.cc

marketing@cinnamoon.cc

@CinnamoonEth

t.me/cinnamoon_portal

GENERAL REQUESTS

TECHNICAL REQUESTS

MARKETING PROPOSALS


